
Session 1: 

Books that Move
presented by Karen Kuebler   
Embark on a journey through a variety of childhood favorites with

numerous possibilities for kinesthetic activities that can be directly

applied in the classroom. From classics like The Snowy Day to

biographical dances with Harriet Tubman, early childhood and

elementary educators will revisit Story Time with a renewed excitement

for the moving details in the literature. Science, History, Math, and Music

will be incorporated into these “Dance Alouds.” Discover some new

ideas and have fun moving and learning with other educators.        

 

 Session 2: 

Teaching the Writing Process through
Hip Hop
presented by Baba Bomani 
This workshop shows participants how a well-written essay resembles a

well written song. The main idea of the thesis paragraph in an essay is

the chorus/refrain/hook in a song, while the supporting details in an

essay are just like the verses. Using innovative techniques, students learn

how to summarize any topic with well-organized paragraphs and rhymes

activating multiple modes of learning. The journey should be more

important than the destination. Having conversations about the words

and how they relate to the main idea of the paragraph or a particular

sentence makes students think about the content on a deeper level. This

process makes them take apart a text and put it back together three

dimensionally in order to put it into the bars of rhythm and rhyme.

Making Connections
Staying Connected

Two workshops available Thursday, March 11
4:30-6 pm

Follow-up on Thursday, May 6
4:30-5:30 pm



Session 1:

Creatively Moving Through SEL: Feelings
and  Awareness 
presented by Jessica DiLorenzo 
Our emotional states shift as we move through events in our day.

We will examine a step by step process that connects the elements

of movement to social emotional learning skills like self

management, mind and body awareness, and self expression.

Participants are given the tools to introduce creative movement and

mindful breathing techniques that help both students and teachers

tune into and transform emotions. 

Session 2: 

Standing in a Character's Shoes: Deeper
Meaning Through Dramatic Monologues
 presented by Mary Hall
How can we encourage students to expand their perspective of

characters in their reading and writing? Dramatic monologues are

an inspiring, interactive tool for deepening student understanding

across the curriculum. Discover how to help students imagine,

improvise, and write dramatic monologues inspired by an intriguing

painting by Picasso. Invite students to look beyond the surface of an

image, event, or text as they build their close looking, critical

thinking, and imaginative writing skills.

 

Making Connections
Staying Connected

Two workshops available Thursday, March 18
4:30-6 pm

Follow-up on Thursday, May 13
4:30-5:30 pm

REGISTER

https://umbc.webex.com/umbc/onstage/g.php?PRID=90efde17d376a8877b4c593af1b20abd


     Two workshops available Thursday, March 25 
4:30-6 pm

Follow-up on Thursday, May 20  4:30-5:30 pm  
Session 1: 

Collage Connections: Creating Meaning
of Text Through Collage
 presented by Kimberly Brown    
Collage is a visual representation created by an assemblage of various

materials to make a new whole. In this arts integration lesson ELA

teachers will learn about collage and its connection to students

making meaning of text. When a child reads, they are gathering

information from a text source to create a new whole, synthesizing a

text. Collage takes different materials and places them together to

make a new whole of understanding. Participants  will use text from

their various units to create collages. These collages will be created to

synthesize text.

Session 2: 

When I Say Poetry, You Say Rocks:
Introduction to Slam Poetry 
presented by Regie Cabo
Participants  will use “imagery” to create poetry. We will celebrate our

identities by exploring our dreams and our most fanciful urges. We will

combine outrageous lies into hyperbole and use sense memory and

experimental word play to invigorate our language. We will look at the

poem as one explosive haiku. We will use our triggers, our pet peeves

and  glimmers, what gives us life to propel us into performance. We

will unlock the basic elements of poetry slam performance: vocal,

physical gesture and eye contact—demystifying the page from the

stage.

Making Connections
Staying Connected


